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OUTSIDE THE
color
LINES

Have all the fun of today's fashion colored hairstyles without the commitment!



Open
extended 

nape

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit
Open ear tabs

Cool Comfort Cap 
construction on top 
with wide velvet 
Comfort Band in 
front to prevent 
friction

Elimination of lace on top 
for a light, cool fit

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 

custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for 
a natural hairline

POISE &
SHOW OFF YOUR DARK SIDE

FRONT: 12” | CROWN: 15” | SIDE: 13” | BACK: 12” | NAPE: 13” | WEIGHT: 6 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

Make a bold statement with long, voluminous locks in an intoxicating 

cranberry red hue. Bombshell hair just got revamped, big time. This luscious, 

deep red is commitment-free, doesn’t fade and can be styled with a curling 

iron or flat iron. C’mon. You know you want it. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION
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ARCTIC BLUE
#HAIRGOALS … NO CHEMICALS REQUIRED MERMAID HAIR IS JUST SECONDS AWAY

FRONT: 8½” | CROWN: 13½” | SIDE: 9½” | BACK: 13¼” | NAPE: 11” | WEIGHT: 6.9 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGEFRONT: 5¼” | CROWN: 17½” | SIDE: 14½” | BACK: 17½” | NAPE: 17½” | WEIGHT: 7.5 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

This cool toned color combo boldly goes where no wig has gone before. 

Midnight blue melts into a lush lilac that fades into icy white. Explore new 

looks and be adventurous: cut the length short or flat iron the large curls 

smooth.

Make a splash in bold blue ready-to-wear waves. A dark root flows 

into a deep ocean blue with baby blue baby lights. Catch the wave 

and make it your own by trimming a bang or heat-styling straight.

Ultra-thin adjusters at the 
nape for a personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Velvet front rim for 
added comfort

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 
custom-like fit

Open extended nape

Inside "hidden" weft for 
a natural hairline

CAP CONSTRUCTIONCAP CONSTRUCTION

Velvet-lined
extended nape

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit
Open ear tabs

Velvet front rim 
for added comfort

Resilient stretch 
material throughout 
cap base for a 
custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for 
a natural hairline
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PINKY
A PRETTY-IN-PINK FAVORITE

FRONT: 8½" | CROWN: 13¾" | SIDE: 12¾" | BACK: 14" | NAPE: 12¼" | WEIGHT: 5.4 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

A playful shade of pink makes this classic layered cut anything but ordinary! 

The dark root adds contrast and natural depth. Style it curled, waved or even 

cut it short – this blushing beauty looks good at every angle and with any skin 

tone. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION

Open ear tabs

Cool Comfort Cap 
construction on top 
with wide velvet 
Comfort Band in front 
to prevent friction.

Resilient stretch 
material throughout 
cap base for a 
custom-like fit

Elimination of lace on 
top for a light, cool fit 

Inside "hidden" weft 
for a natural hairline

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit

Velvet-lined nape
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Velvet-lined 
extended 

nape

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Velvet front rim 
for added comfort

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 

custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for 
a natural hairline

SUGARED
THIS IS WHAT HAIR DREAMS ARE MADE OF

FRONT: 5¼” | CROWN: 16” | SIDE: 16” | BACK: 16” | NAPE: 18” | WEIGHT: 7.8 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

Lavish length, platinum strands and a sleek finish… what more could a girl want? 

Wear it down or up and create all the looks you can imagine. Heat-style with 

long loose waves, large bouncy curls, or stick straight ends. Trim the side swept 

bang to your preferred length.

CAP CONSTRUCTION
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LILAC
BELIEVE IN THE MAGIC OF PALE PURPLE

FRONT: 14" | CROWN: 18" | SIDE: 16" | BACK: 18" | NAPE: 17" | WEIGHT: 5.3 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

Ethereal pastel tresses fit for a fairy with a darker root to make it bold but 

believable. Long enough to create a boho braid, ponytail or romantic updo. 

Tru2Life® fiber lets you magically transform these feminine waves to super straight 

locks with just the touch of your flat iron.

CAP CONSTRUCTION

Ultra-thin adjusters at the 
nape for a personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 
custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for a 
natural hairline

Wide velvet Comfort 
Band front to prevent 
friction

Velvet 
lined nape

MIDNIGHT
BEAUTY AT THE STROKE OF BRILLIANCE

FRONT: 12" | CROWN: 6½" | SIDE: 8" | BACK: 5" | NAPE: 2" | WEIGHT: 2.9 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

A dark and stormy blackberry wine shade with a touch of depth at the root gives 

this angled bob a wicked edge. One of today’s hottest hair color trends is super 

cool to wear all day long (or into the witching hour) thanks to our comfortable 

open-wefted cap. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 
personalized fit

Velvet-lined nape

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for 
a custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for a 
natural hairlineWide velvet Comfort 

Band in front to 
prevent friction

Open ear tabs
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MINT
A CANDY-COLORED WISH COME TRUE

FRONT: 4" | CROWN: 13½" | SIDE: 11" | BACK: 14" | NAPE: 12" | WEIGHT: 4.9 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

This cool and refreshing addition to your wig wardrobe is ready to wear for 

a night out or as long as your mint mood desires! The Tru2Life® heat-friendly 

synthetic hair is a sweet treat when you want to add bouncy curls or flipped out 

ends. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Velvet front rim for 
added comfort

Resilient stretch 
material throughout 
cap base for a 
custom-like fit

Open extended nape
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Open 
extended 

nape

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Cool Comfort Cap 
construction on top 
with wide velvet 
Comfort Band in front 
to prevent friction

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 

custom-like fit

Elimination of lace on 
top for a light, cool fit

Inside "hidden" weft for 
a natural hairline

(Bring your own ducks)

FIERCE
ORANGE HAIR, DON’T CARE! 

FRONT: 3¾” | CROWN: 14” | SIDE: 10” | BACK: 12½” | NAPE: 12½” | WEIGHT: 4.9 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

Embrace your fierceness in shades of flaming orange. This sassy silhouette 

blazes a new trail with a vivid color blend that’s all fired up with no 

intention of fading. It’s your new go-to style whenever you’re in the mood 

to look smokin’ hot.

CAP CONSTRUCTION
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Ultra-thin 
adjusters at 
the nape for a 
personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 

custom-like fit

Velvet front 
rim for added 

comfort

Open extended 
nape

Inside 
"hidden" weft 
for a natural 
hairline

Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 

personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Velvet lined 
nape

Cool, Comfort Cap 
construction on top 

with wide velvet 
Comfort Band in front 

to prevent friction

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for 
a custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft 
for a natural hairline

Elimination of lace on 
top for a light, cool fit

PEACHY
PEACHY PINK PERFECTION WITH ZERO COMMITMENT

FRONT: 3¼" | CROWN: 11½" | SIDE: 8" | BACK: 10" | NAPE: 5" | WEIGHT: 4 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE 

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

This pretty pastel bob cut is classic yet edgy. The soft and sweet shade 

has a darker root to add contrast and believability. Have your hairstylist 

customize the bang and style the Tru2Life® heat-friendly synthetic hair with 

a curling iron or flat iron. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION

OUT OF THE
STEP IT UP WHEN YOU STEP OUT

FRONT: 12" | CROWN: 11" | SIDE: 11¼" | BACK: 9½" | NAPE: 6" | WEIGHT: 4.4 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

The sky’s the limit in this dreamy colored wig! A full angled cut gives you 

that coveted profile and the heat-friendly Tru2Life® fiber makes customizing 

a breeze. Flat iron the ends super straight for a subtle change or go big by 

adding a full or side bang.

CAP CONSTRUCTION
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Ultra-thin adjusters 
at the nape for a 
personalized fit

Open ear tabs

Open extended 
nape

Resilient stretch material 
throughout cap base for a 

custom-like fit

Inside "hidden" weft for a 
natural hairline

Wide velvet 
Comfort Band in 
front to prevent 
friction

ARRIVE 
FASHIONABLY 
GREAT!

WHITE
WOW IN WINTERY WHITE

FRONT: 10½" | CROWN: 10½" | SIDE: 13½" | BACK: 13½" | NAPE: 13½" | WEIGHT: 5.4 OZ. | CAP: AVERAGE

Made with heat-friendly Tru2Life® synthetic fiber

The frosty silver white base and darker roots look amazing on everyone who 

tries this icy blonde shade. Wear it voluminous right out of the box for a cool 

glam girl look in seconds, or change it up! Use your hot tools to create a blizzard 

of curls or flat iron it smooth as ice. 

CAP CONSTRUCTION
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Do not curl or straighten Tru2Life synthetic hair while 
wearing the wig, as the fiber will get very hot.

YOU CAN:

CURL IT

STRAIGHTEN IT

CUT IT

Use a curling iron set at a low-medium temperature. 
(Tru2Life fiber can withstand heat up to 350°F/180°C)
Slide the curl off the barrel then pin/clip the curl to cool.
Once the curl is cool, it’s locked in.

Use a flat iron set at a low-medium temperature. 
(Tru2Life fiber can withstand heat up to 350°F/180°C)
Start at the roots and run flat iron over the hair to 
the ends.

Cut the wig to create the style you want.
Any cutting should be done by a professional 
hairstylist.  No returns or exchanges will be allowed 
for worn or altered product.

You can flat iron, curl it, or blow it dry! In addition to being 
styleable, Tru2Life synthetic hair is light, soft and lustrous 
without being shiny.

WASHING

CONDITIONING
To refresh the style and ends
just hit with a curling or 
flat iron, apply HairUWear 
RESTORE leave-in 
conditioner and off you go!

PREP HAIR
Starting at the ends and
moving up, gently comb or
brush out tangles.

Soak for 5 minutes in a mix of 
HairUWear CLEANSE Shampoo 
and cool water. Rinse thoroughly. 
Pat out excess moisture. Hang 
to air dry or blow dry.

CLEANSE RESTORE SHAPE

TRAVEL KITCURL CONTROL

This luxurious, PH balanced 
shampoo provides weightless 
moisture and shine, and gently 
cleanses away styling product 
buildup. Formulated to neutralize 
odors from wear with a fresh, light 
fragrance. (8 oz.)

Both a detangler and protectant, 
this dual purpose formula nourishes 
synthetic fibers providing the all-day 
softness of a leave-in conditioner, 
and can also be used as a 
protectant when styling heat-friendly 
synthetic fiber. (8 oz.)

A medium hold spritz 
designed to give short or 
mid-length wigs a soft flexible 
shape. Use to create spiky 
or piecey textures. An ideal 
alternative to aerosol styling 
products. (8 oz.)

Revitalizes curly or wavy wigs 
and hairpieces. Use after 
shampooing to bring back the 
style’s original curl, or mist onto 
dry hair to refresh the style 
before wearing. A light hold 
setting spray. (8 oz.)

Includes 3.4 oz. bottles 
of Cleanse, Restore 
and Shape. Meets TSA 
standards.

A strong hold finishing 
spray that you control. 
Variable spray settings 
let you choose the level 
of hold to customize 
your hairstyle. Special event? Rainy 
weather? Get Control for the perfect 
hold without sticky buildup. (10 oz.)

GENTLE, NOURISHING AND SPECIALLY FORMULATED
FOR SYNTHETIC HAIR

HairUWear hair care products are environmentally safe and contain no animal products. 
Absolutely no animal testing involved.

FORGET IT!
Another advantage of Tru2Life fiber is that it holds its style 
(curly or straight) regardless of the environment (rain, humidity)

CARE INSTRUCTIONS & 
STYLING TIPS FOR TRU2LIFE®

 

WIGS
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